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WORLD PROFESSIONAL BOXING FEDERATION
UNITED STATES BOXING COUNCIL

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION ABOUT THE WPBF WORLD RANKINGS ?
When do you update the WPBF world rankings?
The WPBF computerized rankings system is usually update the rankings at the end of each month.

How are the initial ranking points calculated?
The initial ranking points are calculated based on the fight records of every boxer.

How are ranking points calculated?
Points are won on the basis of a number of specific criteria:
Results of Competition (Win by Ko 4, Win 3, Draw 1, Lose 0 and Lose by Ko -1).
Importance of Competition (Multiplication factor of 2.0 to 4.0)
Strength of Opponent (Multiplication factor of between 1.00 and 2.00)
Difference of Ratings (Weighting multiple criteria are calculated based on the ratings difference of the two boxers)

Who benefits?
Generally speaking, the biggest winners are the boxers who win competitive fight and win by KO in world title bout,
especially against high-ranking opponents. Draws secure only limited points.

Why is this boxer's (W-D-L,KOs) record incorrect and incomplete?
Because missing bouts, incorrect results. If a boxer or his agent thinks that his rating is not accuracy or incomplete, the
boxer may submit his complete record as published by FightFax or certified by his corresponding boxing commissions
and any missing bouts or incorrect results can be entered into the WPBF's computerized ranking system for re-analysis
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and calculation.

Who are eligible for WPBF Championships?
In order to eligible to fight for any championship titles, any of boxers must be meet the following eligibility criteria:
For World Title: Top 1-50 highest ranked boxers;
For Inter-Continental Title: Top 100 ranked boxers;
For USBC Title: USBC Top 50 ranked boxers;
For Regional Title: Top 50 ranked boxers from each continent.
For other titles: Any quality boxers can be approved at the WPBF's sole and absolute discretion.
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